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INT. PADDY’S PUB – DAY 
Mac, Charlie, and Dee are listening to Dennis. He is going over 
their plans to see an outdoor wrestling match, their first event 
since the start of the Pandemic. Dee says she voted for wresting 
because all the single guys expected to be there. “It’s been a 
very dry quarantine.” Mac thinks wrestling is dumb and all    
going to win.” Frank enters dressed in a suit and oversized tie; 
he proclaims, “We’re going to Washington D.C. to SAVE AMERICA.” 
He promises Dee that there will be thousands of hot guys there 
and entices Charlie that a big secret is going to be revealed, 
they both switch their votes for Frank’s thing. Not wanting to 
be on the losing side, Mac also switches his vote. Dennis tries 
to nip the plan in the bud saying, “We’re not going, we voted 
for Wrestling.” 

MAIN TITLES 
TITLE: “The Gang Commits Treason” 
TITLE: “It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia” 

ACT ONE 

EXT. WASHINGTON UNION STATION - WASHINGTON D.C. – LATER 
The gang walks out of the train tunnel into the main hall of 
Union station. Charlie comments on how big the hall is and 
claims it couldn’t be done by humans and believes that something 
“Big” that’s going to be revealed is the existence of giants. 
Mac states that ever since his dad died, he’s been looking for a 
father figure and since Trump was president and essentially “The 
Country’s Daddy” his signature on Trump: The Art of the 
Deal would be the approval he never received from his father. 
Dennis comments that this is both insane and incredibly sad. He 
believes this is all a waste of time and judging by the 
inauguration not many supporters will be there, they can turn 
around right now and go home. Frank says he’s wrong and he met a 
bunch of friends online that he’s going to meet up with and 
“we’re putting the million-man march to shame.” They turn the 
corner to see a big crowd of MAGA supporters, mostly male. Dee 
is excited, she’s hit the jackpot. 



EXT. THE ELLIPSE - LATER 
The gang arrives at The Ellipse. Dennis notices everyone wearing 
the same thing and carrying Trump flags, he calls MAGA “a cult”. 
Frank claims he’s been in cults before and would know if he was 
in one again. Charlie asks Frank what’s the plan since he’s the 
leader angering Dennis. “Just because we did Frank’s thing, it 
doesn’t make him the leader.” They try to get closer but are 
blocked by mobility scooters. Dennis’s ankle is run into by an 
old lady driving a scooter with flags coming off the back. 
Charlie says Dennis is boring and predictable while Frank is a 
wildcard, you never know what’s going to come out of his mouth. 
Dennis tries to get Dee’s support, but she claims she’s just 
waiting until Dennis is too old, and then she’ll take over. Dee 
leaves to scout the talent. Mac complains he won’t be able to 
meet Trump here and leaves to find Trump taking his copy 
of Trump: The Art of the Deal with him. “It’s all about bravado 
I don’t belong in the crowd”. Charlie asks Frank for permission, 
who grants it, to follow Mac in the hope to talk to someone with 
truthful information.  

EXT. NATIONAL MALL – LATER 
Dee talks to an attractive muscular MAGA supporter. She tells 
him it's hot as an excuse for him to take off his sweatshirt. He 
reveals a “Kamala Whore-ish” tee-shirt. Dee: “Uh nice shirt.” 
“Yeah, I believe radical feminism is ruining the country and 
leading to a generation of whores and lesbians.” Dee berates the 
guy claiming that wanting equal rights doesn’t make her a 
lesbian and that his muscles are for the male gaze, and she 
prefers dad bods. She works herself into a huff and storms off. 

EXT. ELLIPSE – LATER 
Frank and Dennis argue about politicians. Dennis says it’s all 
empty talk and they don’t care about the common man. They’ll 
pick a bad guy, tell the public they’re awful; meanwhile, go to 
each other’s weddings. Dennis asks Frank why they are even here 
and what do they think they are going to do. Frank: “To stop the 
steal.” Dennis: “What does that even mean? There was no voting 
scandal that’s just a lie!” Frank asks why he tagged along. 
Dennis replies that he wasn’t going to be left alone and had to 
follow the gang. He thinks he can convince the others to change 
their minds and go to the wrestling event they voted for.  



EXT. STAGE ENTRANCE - LATER 
Mac and Charlie are talking to a Secret Service agent at the 
door backstage where Trump is preparing. Secret service agent: 
“This is a restricted area I need you to vacate. Mac: “Actually 
I’m Trump’s daughter’s boyfriend, so if you could let me and my 
friend in.” Agent: “I know what Jared looks like” Mac: “No the 
ugly one, I mean the other one… Tabitha?” Charlie interjects. 
“Excuse my friend, but when do we hear about the giants?” The 
agent is silent. Charlie: “Sworn to secrecy but if there are no 
giants- why’s the Lincoln statue so big.” Mac and Charlie are 
thrown from the entrance. 

EXT. ELLIPSE - LATER 
Mac and Charlie all battered and defeated meet up with Dennis 
and Frank, who are drinking beers. They join them. Dee arrives 
and grabs a drink from the cooler. She asks Frank where his 
friends are because they’re almost out of beer. Frank tells her 
they just texted him and are at a tent that says Proud Boys. He 
points it out. Dennis is shocked. “You’re friends with the Proud 
Boys? They’re practically Nazis.” Frank: “Your Pop-Pop was a 
real Nazi.” Dee says she’s out and won’t sink as low as a Proud 
Boy. She leaves. Mac, jealous of the Proud Boy’s outfits, 
complains about his lack of leather. “I knew I should’ve brought 
the Duster.” Frank greets the Proud Boy leader like an old 
friend and the rest of the gang follows. 

END OF ACT ONE 



ACT TWO 

EXT. PROUD BOY’S TENT- LATER 
Speeches go in in the background as the gang party with the 
Proud Boys. They offer Dennis a beer and Frank gives a look that 
says they’re not bad guys. Charlie gets in a conversation with a 
fellow conspiracy theorist who tells him about “Q.” “JFK Jr. 
never died in a plane crash. He’s going to reveal himself and 
Trump is going to name him VP.” Mac is talking to a Proud boy 
when he lets it slip that he’s gay, they go silent. Mac “How can 
you look at Trump and not be a little gay… Stormy Daniels is a 
liar. He has a beautiful manhood.”  

EXT. NATIONAL MALL - LATER 
Dee flirts with a Trump supporter. He tells her about a red 
pill. She asks if that’s like a “Mega-Viagra”. He says no and 
explains he’s a virgin and an incel, involuntarily celibate. 
Dee: “What if we change that.” He freezes unable to speak or 
move. She touches his shoulder asking if he’s okay. He looks at 
her hand and passes out. She looks around and a MAGA supporter, 
who saw what happened, yells, “The Cops attacked him! Traitors!” 
Dee runs away from a surging crowd. 

EXT. PROUD BOY’S TENT- CONTINUOUS 
Dee loses her assailants and meets up with the rest of the gang. 
Dennis is convinced he’s right; the march is all talk and just 
an excuse for white guys to party. They might as well be at 
wrestling where they can see real action. From the podium, Rudy 
Giuliani calls for a trial by combat. The MAGA supporters that 
chased Dee arrive whipping the crowd into a fury. A MAGA guy 
screams “We’re taking the Capitol.” Frank gives Dennis a look 
that says I told you so. 

EXT. PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE - LATER 
Mac has pushed them to the front of the crowd because Trump said 
he would be there. Frank is gloating to Dennis about throwing 
over the government. Charlie admits that this is better than the 
boring wrestling event they voted for. The crowd is buzzing 
around them, yet Dennis is sure that he’ll prove Frank wrong, 
and nothing is going to happen. A hot Proud Boy guy shouts “The 
red wave is coming.” Dee locks eyes with him, they share a 
moment. She smiles and says seductively “The red wave is 
coming.” 



EXT. CAPITOL BARRIERS - LATER 
The gang move along with the crowd and Dennis pompously claims, 
“they’ll be stopped in no time.” The gang walks past the removed 
barriers and police officers who do nothing to stop them. They 
pass a News crew filming the pandemonium.  

EXT. CAPITOL STEPS - LATER 
The gang is pushed up the stairs by a group of MAGA supporters. 
Dennis says this is ridiculous and the national guard will do 
something. An out of breath Frank says it’s part of the 
revolution. Mac claims Trump must already be inside since they 
didn’t find him at the front of the crowd. Charlie: “If there is 
any evidence, it’s hidden in the Capitol, you’ve seen National 
Treasure.” Dee and the Proud Boy share a romantic moment smiling 
at each other while they break open a window of the Capitol 
building using MAGA flags. 

EXT. CAPITOL DOORS – CONTINUOUS 
Dee and the Proud Boy open a Capitol door from the inside and 
gesture for the rest of the gang to come in. Frank: “The 
people’s house is now open.” The gang walks into the Capitol 
building with ease. Dennis can’t believe this is happening. 
Maybe Frank was right. 

INT. CAPITOL ROTUNDA – CONTINUOUS 
Charlie is in awe of the size of the Rotunda. He is positive 
this work could only be done by giants. Dee and the MAGA guy 
split off look for AOC’s office to have sex in. Mac runs looking 
for Trump calling his name and Frank, Dennis, and Charlie follow 
a guy in a Viking helmet. “We’re taking back our country.” 

INT. CAPITOL HALLWAY – LATER 
Mac is with a group of MAGA supporters walking down the halls of 
the Capitol. One reads out Trump’s tweet about Mike Pence not 
having the courage to do what should have been done….” Another 
rioter says, “Hang Pence.” Mac admits he doesn’t think Trump was 
a good president at all but has always loved him from his 
Celebrity Apprentice show and Home Alone 2 appearances. The 
crowd turns on him calling him a traitor “Hang the traitor.” Mac 
runs for it. He turns a corner and locks eyes with Mike Pence. 
The secret service is escorting the vice president. Mac: “Dad?” 
A secret service agent tases him. 



INT. AOC’S OFFICE – LATER 
Dee and the Proud Boy are in AOC’s Office. He says he knows 
where it is because of Lauren Boebert’s tour the day before. Dee 
doesn’t care she’s only focused on getting laid. They start 
kissing. The Proud Boy finishes on his own, thirty seconds into 
their make-out session. “I’m so sorry, it’s been a very dry 
quarantine.” Dee: “You have got to be kidding me!” 

INT. HOUSE CHAMBER – LATER 
Frank, Dennis, and Charlie are with the Proud Boys and have 
taken over the House Chamber. Charlie throws papers around 
looking for clues on giants. Mac and Dee arrive talking about 
how they failed their missions. Dennis looks around and sees 
them destroying the House Chamber. A rioter enters and 
announces, “We found Pelosi’s office; we’re pooping on her 
desk.” Frank takes his turn to sit in the Speaker of the House’s 
chair and declares himself the leader of the gang. Dennis has 
had enough, and he gathers the gang. “Okay, things are out of 
hand. Mac you’re not going to meet Trump and even if you did, he 
would hate you. Your Philly trash. Charlie people built these 
things, you’ve seen domes before, come on buddy. Dee, you 
couldn’t get laid at the biggest sausage-fest of the generation, 
and Frank you’ve committed full-blown treason; but for the love 
of God can we go with what we voted for?!” The gang timidly 
agrees. 

EXT. PADDY’S PUB – LATER 
The gang reminisces about the overly dramatic wrestling event at 
the bar. Charlie asks, “Which one’s was the bad one, I hated 
him?” Dennis says the one dressed in black. Dennis now happy 
that he’s back in control asks Mac and Dee if they had fun. They 
agree and admit they should have stuck with the event they voted 
for the first time. Frank goes to talk but Dennis cuts him off. 
“No talking for 12 hours.” A news clip on the TV shows a report 
of the January 6th insurrection, in the background of the chaos 
the gang can be seen entering the Capitol. 

END OF EPISODE


